Puppies

October 30-November 3, 2017
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Flannel Board Story

This week the Puppies took part in an interactive story time. After telling the story
about “An Old Woman Who Swallowed A Fly” the Puppies used our classroom’s flannel
board to recreate the story using the felt animals and insects. The teachers
challenged the children to place a character on the board in the order in which they
appeared in the story, which was a great way to strengthen their memory and
sequencing skills. It was also a fun way to reinforce that print carries meaning and also
introduced the Puppies to the different parts of a story, such as the beginning, middle
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and end.

Exploring The Inside Of Pumpkin
This week we displayed a pumpkin on the table and invited the Puppies to explore it.
As we cut open the pumpkin and removed the pulp and seeds we talked about the
concepts such as “soft” like the pulp and hard like the seed! The children were
encouraged to crush the pulp with their fingers to create a “slimy” substance. What a
great science and sensory activity that also helped the Puppies strengthen the small
muscles in their hands and their pincher grasp.
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Golf Tees On A Large Pumpkin

The puppies enjoyed a unique experience this week as they gently used small mallets
to nail golf tees on a large pumpkin. As Griffin carefully tapped the wooden mallet
into the tiny head of the golf tee to drive it into the pumpkin, he was strengthening
his eye –hand coordination as well as learning how to move his body with increased
control and refined direction. This was not only a fun way for the children to be
physical, but also gave them an opportunity to explore with every day materials on
their own.
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Important updates:
•

Remember to bring
extra set of clothing
for your child to
keep at the center.
It is a good idea to
make sure that any
clothing currently
at the center is
appropriate for the
weather.

Dear parents,
Don’t forget to set your clocks 1 hour back this Sunday
November 5th for daylight savings.
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